6 Easy Ways to Give!
6 Easy Ways to Give!

ONLINE BANKING (DBS/POSB only)

1 Log in to DBS/POSB Internet Banking > Pay > Pay Bills

2 Select one of the following options:
   • TRINITY CHR CTR – TITHE/OFFERING
   • TRINITY CHR CTR – MISSIONS FUND
   • TRINITY CHR CTR – BUILDING FUND

3 Enter amount and date of payment to proceed
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1. Launch your banking app /e-wallet app
2. Scan the following QR codes using your banking/e-wallet app
3. Log in and key in amount to give
4. Proceed to confirm account and amount
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MOBILE via PAYNOW

1. Log in to your banking app and key one of the following UENs
   • Tithe/Offering: 197802911HT01
   • Missions Fund: 197802911HM01
   • Building Fund: 197802911HB01

2. Key in the amount to give

3. Proceed to confirm account and amount
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1. Make checks payable to “Trinity Christian Centre”

2. Mail crossed checks to:
   Trinity Christian Centre
   247 Paya Lebar Road
   #03-01
   Singapore 409045
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Set aside your offering in an ENVELOPE

Drop it into the offering bag when on-site service resumes
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1. Tap Community > Trinity

2. Select account and key in the amount to proceed